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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have an Azure subscription named Subscription1 that
contains the quotas shown in the following table.

You deploy virtual machines to Subscription1 as shown in the
following table.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are tasked with creating a new integration in OIC that will
be exposed to clients as a SOAP web service. In addition, this
integration will be invoking an external SOAP web service as
part of the orchestration flow logic.
In your creation of these SOAP adapter connection components,
which is a valid consideration?
A. Suppress insertion of timestamp into the request and Ignore
timestamp in the response message are optional fields only for
the outbound Invoke connection configuration.
B. The WSDL URL property value can be defined by uploading a
file for either the inbound Trigger connection or the outbound
Invoke connection configurations.
C. The SAML and OAuth security policies are available options
for creating either the inbound Trigger connection or the
outbound Invoke connection configurations.
D. You must explicitly specify the target server TLS version
for the external web service outbound Invoke connection
configuration.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
General or localized corrosion of carbon steels and other
metals caused by dissolved salts, gases, organic compounds or
microbiological activities is called ________.
A. Cooling Water Corrosion
B. None of the Above
C. All of the Above
D. Flue Gas Corrosion
E. Atmospheric Corrosion
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following does the recover command not do?
A. Apply archived redo logs.
B. Restore incremental backups.
C. Restore archived redo logs.
D. Restore datafile images.
E. Apply incremental backups.

Answer: C
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